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EDITORIAL
JOHN CROCKER
One of the more difficult decisions an editor has to make is how
long to run articles from a given event. In July, EURO2015 was held
in Glasgow (as regular readers will only be too aware). At that event
there was hundreds of presentations with some sixteen plenary,
keynote, tutorial sessions alone – more than enough potential
material to keep this magazine in articles for several years. In
September, we have the YOR Conference which, although much
smaller, is also likely to provide a potential source of dozens of
articles. This month, we have the last of the articles from the
Analytics event and several more from EURO.
There is an interesting article from Louise in Y2OR. One of the
papers she has used to illustrate her case is taken from the BMJ
which looks at survival rates and whether one course of treatment
is harmful. It is interesting because it is based on data from a very
large number of cases (over 70,000) so could be considered as
entering into the realms of ‘big data’ but more importantly, the data
is not from a clinical trial and there is no follow-up on those
involved other than the fact that they either survived for a year or
they died at some known number of days after their treatment -
what they did between is unknown.    
One of the criteria put forward by Karl Popper with respect to
science is that experiments should be repeatable. Keyes argued that
this made economics into a pseudo-science. Checkland, at a
conference in 1985, argued along similar lines about operational
research (see OR -30) – this led, in the UK, at least, to the sub-
branch of O.R. now known as ‘Soft OR’. ‘Hard OR’ is still very much
with us as you can see from Martin Savelsbergh’s presentation at
EURO2015, Michael Trick’s presentation (also at EURO2015) and
from the interesting report about the EURO Summer School written
by Antonio Andrade.   
Whether O.R. is soft or hard, is it here to stay? Both the RSS and ORS
have been trying very hard to recruit people from the world of
Analytics but, as yet, neither have been very successful. This has led
to a joint meeting with the Royal Statistical Society has been
scheduled for December to discuss what we (and other professional
societies) can do to ensure our future. It is suggested that they may
not be around in 35 years. President Elect Ruth Kaufman suggests
the problem is far more imminent and serious in her leader, at least
for our Society. No doubt this will be one of the many topics
discussed at the next meeting of the General Council (in
September). 
Raphael Zollinger talks about Sayara Beg’s initiative to create a new
branch of the ‘International Toastmasters’ – the Toastmasters Data
Science Speakers Club which meets fortnightly in London.  It sounds
like good fun as well as being career enhancing. If you are
interested and have the opportunity to attend one, or more of these
meetings they would be most happy to see you. This is a new area
for O.R. as far as I am aware and might just be what it needs to help
us survive.    
Back in the early 1970s in the days of British Rail, Richard Eglese
was just starting his long and illustrious career in O.R. In our [fairly]
regular series which takes a look at what started some of us on this
path, Richard tells how he ‘fell’ into O.R. so deeply that he never
managed to get out!
If you have any snippets for our monthly News-in-Brief section or
have any strong views on any aspects of O.R. or Analytics or even if
you just want to see your name in print then please write to us.

<OR>
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Carl is co-founder and Research Director of the Centre for the
Analysis of Social Media (CASM) at Demos. CASM, is a collaboration
between Demos and the text analytics group at the University pf
Sussex. It produces political, social and policy insight and
understanding through social media research which combines new
technology with the social sciences.

CASM has been running for nearly five years. In essence it is a
collaboration between a wide network of experts and leaders in a
variety of research fields. It combines natural language processing
technologies with machine learning, statistics, data visuals,
grounded theory and ethnography. This enables it to develop large
scale social analysis as an instrument of research which is ethical,
reliable and useable.

He spoke at length of how such analysis could be used to gauge
public opinions – indeed CASM had collaborated with IPSOS and
Mori to help them develop new technologies and methods that
used social media as a ‘robust’ form of attitudinal data in opinion
polling and survey work.

Some of the work involved the development of ‘dashboards’ which
could be used to make sense of big data. There was also a great deal
of work going on in the predictive area of data associated with
emerging events derived from ‘citizen journalists’ reporting from
platforms like Twitter. 

Whilst much of the data tweeted would be irrelevant, it was
possible to filter the data, with CASM’s and Demos’ help, and refine

some of it to gain attitudinal insight before event data developed
into the ‘big’ news stories. The ability to isolate useful data from
something as innocuous as ‘tweets’ could prove to be a useful
forecasting tool.

Attitudinal data was useful he said, because it could be divided up,
and an understanding could be gained as to why such attitudes had
arisen amongst the public expressing themselves via social media.
Social research was challenged though, its greatest challenge lay in
the leveraging of social media to be appropriate and powerful
enough to actually influence decision making processes.  

Carl explained how the Demos model was based on technology
developed by the Text Analytics Group at the University of Sussex.
Using technology called Natural Language Processing, the
processing algorithm is taught how to classify each tweet, it learns
how to distinguish between opinions and statements of fact as it
continues its analysis. 

Most recently such forecasting technologies were employed to gain
insight during the run up to the General Election. Whilst popular
media channels such as televised news, radio reports and printed
news sheets gave reasonable indications as to ‘swings’ and trends
amongst the general public. Analysis of tweet feeds provided a
somewhat different picture.

The team also employed a technique called network analysis to
separate out clusters of journalists and political professionals who
were tweeting each other. Analysis of these inputs was used to
provide insight into how these people were perceiving the events
they were experiencing.

During the televised ‘clash’ between seven party leaders on 2 April
this year, Carl and his team at Demos monitored Twitter’s ‘firehose’
- the real-time feed of every tweet in the world. Their algorithm
identified 420,000 relevant tweets which were classified as positive
or negative – ‘cheers’ or ‘boos’ - during the broadcast 

CASM’s detailed analysis of these tweets and other social media
feeds revealed the true mood of the voting public, one that some
would argue, provided a more accurate picture of how the British
public really intended to vote.  Such analysis allowed Demos for
example, to accurately predict that Nicola Sturgeon’s SNP party
would experience a rise in popularity to the detriment of Labour in
Scotland. 

As we now know, the SNP recorded a historic landslide General
Election victory in Scotland, winning 56 out of 59 seats, leaving
Labour with just one MP North of the border.  This was perhaps, not
just a victory for the SNP but a victory for social media analysis too! 

<OR>

FROM DATA TO DECISIONS – THE DIGITAL ELECTION
NIGEL CUMMINGS

Carl Miller from Demos, was one of the speakers at our recent Analytics
Conference. 
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New director for
Alan Turing Institute
The Alan Turing Institute has marked its first
month of operations with a dizzying list of
announcements. It has a new director, a £10
million research funding grant from Lloyd’s
Register Foundation, a research partnership
with GCHQ, a collaboration with Cray Inc.
and funding from the EPSRC. 

Professor Andrew Blake will join the
Institute in October, as its first Director,
potentially for five years. Andrew Blake is
currently a Microsoft Distinguished Scientist
and Laboratory Director of Microsoft
Research UK. He is an Honorary Professor in
Information Engineering at the University of
Cambridge, and a leading researcher in
computer vision.
More at: http://bit.ly/1JcqC8l

IS Tactics
Researchers in the US have used artificial
intelligence to better understand the
military strategy of Islamic State extremists.
Analysis established a causal link between
air strikes and roadside bomb attacks as
well as a connection with the jihadists’ use
of military tactics.
Analysis of IS activity during the second half

of 2014 has indicated an increased use of
vehicle-borne bombs is likely to occur before
large infantry operations. Air strikes,
however, tend to result in IS forces
switching from large infantry-style
operations to the use IEDs. (Or, at least, it
did until they read this report!)
More at: http://bit.ly/1PgQUGX

Your nuts m’ lord
A study from researchers at the business
schools of the University of Toronto, Duke
University and the National University of
Singapore confirms we are likely to be less
inhibited when ordering online.

The study suggests that if you are ordering
[a meal] face-to-face then you will exercise
more constraint than if you sit in front of a
computer screen to make your order. This
suggests there may be a business case for
interactive menus such that you order and
pay online and the waiter or waitress simply
brings what you have ordered to your table. 
More at:  http://bit.ly/1O7b7Pj

Mathematical
Scarves 
Fabienne Serriere has created a company
called KnitYak which will produce merino
scarves in black and white each knitted
using a unique algorithm. She has raised the
funds for an industrial knitting machine via
a Kickstarter campaign. 

Serriere said, ‘I set out on a journey to find
code that created images that look great
‘pixelly’ as a knit. Knitting is made up of
tiny ‘v’’s, not square pixels, so that also
played into the choice of algorithms.’ 
Each scarf is shipped with the code used in
its design, plus the generating key used to
make the pattern. 
More at: http://kck.st/1eFXnPX

Red or White?
UCL academic, Dr Tristan Fletcher, has
applied complex AI techniques to the
chaotic arena of fine wine pricing,
comparing them with trading techniques
used for more typical asset classes. His
machine learning approach to predicting
fine wine pricing has proved more accurate
than other more traditional trading
methods. 

‘I first started collecting wine data a few
years ago,’ says Fletcher, ‘I used to work as
an algorithmic trader at a hedge fund and I
wasn’t allowed to trade normal assets, and
wanted to trade something that you could
still buy and sell on exchanges, because
that’s what I knew about’.
More information on this can be found at:
http://bit.ly/1LeGF4Z

Paper Clouds
According to a survey by document
management solutions provider Margolis’
data, approximately one fifth of businesses

: : : : : : : IN BRIEF : :  
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are paperless, a further 30% think they
might be by the end of the year but 6% said
they had no intentions.
When asked how often they used the cloud,
the majority of respondents (56% - all
business owners), answered daily or more
frequently. This clearly demonstrates the
significant rise in cloud usage in recent
years and a growing dependency on being
‘connected’ both at work and at home.

I know where you’re
going
A study published by Qlik, a company that
specialises in ‘visual analytics’, states that
while companies are realising the value of
implementing advanced analytics, few feel
they are where they need to be. 

Qlik apparently is trying to change the way
companies use supply chain analytics. They
hope to do this by developing visual, multi
sourced, predictive platforms which assist
productivity and provide users with what
they term, ‘self-service data visualisation,
reporting, dashboards, guided analytics, and
embedded analytics’.
More at: http://www.qlik.com/us/company 

IoT let’s see
According to a new study published by Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS), eight out of ten
businesses that invest in the Internet of

Things (IoT) reported revenue growth in
2014. 
On average revenues grew by 16% with 9%
reporting growth of more than 30% as a
consequence of their investment in the IoT
with North America and Europe leading the
way. It is predominantly being deployed to
monitor progress through the supply chain
(45%) and meeting customer needs through
their use of mobile apps (47%). 
More at:  http://bit.ly/1hsTUFx 

Complaints breed
complaints…
Three professors, Liye Ma (pictured),
Baohong Sun and Sunder Kekre, have
concluded that, ‘[Some] people complain on
Twitter not just to vent their frustration;
they do that also in the hope of getting the
company’s attention. Once they know the
company is paying attention, they are more
ready to complain the next time around.’

More at: 
http://bit.ly/1KqJmOa 

Hartley Rogers Jr.
(06.07.1926 – 17.07.2015)
Hartley Rogers, Jr., professor emeritus of
mathematics at MIT, is credited as one of
the main developers of recursion theory, and
of the usefulness and validity of informal
methods in this area. His 1959 paper
‘Computing Degrees of Unsolvability’
obtained semantical completeness results
for higher levels of arithmetical complexity.
Rogers was a popular and respected
teacher. In 1996, he initiated SPUR which
teamed undergrads with tutors to work on a
six-week project through the summer. In

2001, this was given the added impetus of
the Hartley Rogers Jr Prize for the best
team.   

A full obituary can be found at:
http://bit.ly/1PgR2Gn  
More at http://bit.ly/1WxBPX4 

Banish winter blues
ICORD 2015 is this year being held in Sri
Lanka 3rd and 4th December. ICORDs
(International Conference on O.R. for
Development) are organised in a workshop
format. It provides adequate time for
presentation by the participants followed by
discussions. Formal discussants/ reviewer
(amongst the participants) are identified for
each paper based on the theme of the
paper and interest of the participants, in
addition to open discussion.
For more: http://ifors.org/icord2015/

Three coins in a
fountain
Come to Rome in February (25th and 26th)
and enjoy an ICORES (International
Conference on O.R. and Enterprise Systems)
conference as well as having the chance to
listen to a talk by Sue Merchant. 

For more: www.ICORES.org  

CJ SIG
The next meeting of the Criminal Justice SIG
will be held on the afternoon of 18th
November in London.  Subjects are likely to
cover the work Flying Binary have been
doing on ‘Smart City’ data platforms, drug
abuse, rostering and ‘wellbeing’ measures.

For more: http://bit.ly/1BSpKkB 
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CONFERENCE NEWS
EVENT: YoungOR 19 DATE: 22 – 24 September 2015 VENUE: Conference Aston Marketing Suites,

(CAMS), at Aston University

EVENT: 8th Simulation Workshop SW16 DATE: 11-13 April 2016 VENUE: Ettington Chase Hotel, Stratford

EVENT: Blackett Lecture 2015 DATE: 26 November 2015 VENUE: Grocers’ Hall, London
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YOUNG OR 19 – ATTEND THE ENERGY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE STREAM

Given the global concern with high emissions, there is a drive
amongst both governments and industries worldwide to find new
means for improving energy efficiency, security and reducing our
emissions. For many this has led to the increasing application of
O.R. tools and techniques to inform and engage with the decisions
that need to be made to support new innovations and
improvements, and to effectively plan and optimise the
infrastructure that supports the sector.

The Energy and Climate Change Stream will be jointly chaired by
the Department of Energy & Climate Change and the National
Nuclear Laboratory. It aims to recognise how O.R. is being applied
in the Sector and is interested in what the crucial challenges are;
what strategies, tools and techniques are being used to investigate
them, and what the results of this work have been. There will be
presenters and discussants from academia, the public and private
sectors and collaborations between them.

Source:
http://cdn.morguefile.com/imageData/public/files/h/hotblack/previe
w/fldr_2012_05_28/file8471338228443.jpg

<OR>
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Who do you think you are? That’s
what Frances O’Brien asked at her
EURO2015 workshop exploring
professional identity. When you talk to
other people about what you do, she
said, how do you describe your role?
Do you see yourself as a professional
with a strong sense of professional
identity?  And – she did not ask, but
may well have done – does it matter?

These questions made me think. I have been an analyst in four
substantial O.R. groups, with lengthy spells in pricing, management,
strategy and change alongside. I have developed a range of
professional identities, including ‘rusty maths graduate’; ‘jack-of-all-
trades analyst’; ‘leader and change agent’. Yet it was not until near
the end of my career, after several years heading up a flourishing
O.R. group, that I gave myself permission to include Operational
Researcher as part of my professional identity. 

Some of you reading this are no doubt confident in your O.R.
identity. But casual conversations, straw polls, and talks at Young
O.R. and Government O.R. conferences show that I am not unusual.
A great many people who are studying or working in our profession,
successfully making a difference to the world, are quick to assert
‘I’m not a real O.R. person’ or ‘What I’m doing isn’t really O.R.’.   

Does this matter? 

Well, on the one hand, yes. Being part of a professional community
gives you access to appropriate benchmarking and development,
which distinguish your role, improve your practice and outcomes,
and support your career. 

It also benefits the community if people identify with it. Indeed,
elsewhere in this issue Tony Bendell argues that the trend for data
and analytics professionals not to identify as either statisticians or
O.R. analysts could lead to the death of both professions by 2050. 

On the other hand, perhaps it doesn’t really matter what you call
yourself. Your sense of professional identity is a very personal thing,
driven by your experiences and circumstances (if you want to know
more, Frances will shortly be up-loading her slides onto the OR
Society document repository, alongside the other EURO2015
material). O.R.’s multi-disciplinary outlook should be broad enough
to accommodate all sorts of identities. 

What does matter, I think, is that people working in or around O.R.

WHO DO I THINK I
AM?
RUTH KAUFMAN PRESIDENT ELECT.

‘As OR Society

President Elect, I am

interested in the

implications for the

Society. We know that

we want to attract not

just those with a

strong O.R.

professional identity,

but everyone working

in and around O.R.’
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– i.e. engaged in improving organisations’ or activities’ outcomes
using whatever scientific/ mathematical methods are appropriate –
recognise that they share enough characteristics with the O.R.
community to make it worth getting involved with. These
characteristics may be ‘knowledge of optimising techniques’, and
‘ability to do really difficult sums’, but they may also include being
versatile enough to get to grips with any problem; knowledgeable
enough to identify approaches that will work in the specific
situation, as simple or complex as necessary; visionary enough to
want to use rational analysis to make the world a better place.  

As OR Society President Elect, I am interested in the implications for
the Society. We know that we want to attract not just those with a
strong O.R. professional identity, but everyone working in and
around O.R.  

We already do a lot. Regional and Special Interest Groups,
publications, online resources, conferences, ‘Making an Impact’
practitioner events, Pro Bono O.R. and O.R. in schools, training
programme, the Analytics Network are among the routes we are
using to make O.R. visible and relevant to a wider variety of people.
And the thriving participation in these activities, the huge numbers
attending EURO2015, the sparkle in the eye of people coming
across O.R. for the first time, suggest that the glass of ‘the future of
O.R.’ is at least as full as it is empty.

Nonetheless there are even more people whose ‘shared
characteristics’ mean that it would be great for them, and for the
OR Society, if they got involved. This includes people within the O.R.
world, people working in overlapping or neighbouring professions
including data and analytics, or in application areas such as local
authorities where O.R. is currently barely visible. There are fantastic
opportunities for us, if we can grab their attention, help them
recognise the relevance of the O.R. community, and encourage them
to get involved. 

The joint OR/RSS event flagged up in Tony Bendell’s article will
explore how we do this for Data Science and analytics professionals.
Are there other areas that we should also be looking at? 

This is where you, the reader, and your own professional identity,
come into the picture. I have already confessed that it took me
many years before I decided that I Am An Operational Researcher.
With all the zeal of a convert, I encourage any other doubters to
believe that you too have, at the very least, a bit of Operational
Researcher in you. And if your O.R. professional identity is just one
of several, you may hold the key to helping us get in touch with
other people in other groups. If so, do, please, get in touch, and
perhaps together we can open up the O.R. identity a little further.

<OR>

TAX RELIEF ON
PROFESSIONAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The OR Society is one of the HMRC approved professional bodies
under Section 344 of the Income Tax (Earnings & Pensions) Act
2003 - and is published by them as ‘List 3’ - therefore, if you are
a UK tax payer and pay your own membership fees, you may be
entitled to claim tax back on your subscription fee. 

Who can claim? 

If joining the OR Society is advantageous to you in carrying out
your work or is relevant to your job, members employed in the
UK may claim tax relief on their membership subscription fee. 

Who can’t claim? 

Non UK tax payers, or members whose subscription fee is paid
by someone else (e.g. employer). 

How much can I claim? 

Higher rate taxpayers can claim 40% of their membership fee,
while lower rate taxpayers can claim 20% of their membership
fee. 

How to claim? 

You must claim using a Self Assessment tax return if you already
fill one in.

If you don’t already fill in a Self Assessment tax return fill in form
P87 and send it to the address on the form.

The OR Society is listed as ‘Operational Research Society’ in List
3. In order to claim tax relief, you will need your invoice for your
membership payment. 

More details can be found on the HMRC website,
www.gov.uk/tax-relief-for-employees

<OR>
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All presenters at YoungOR 19 are eligible, except for Plenary
Speakers, those giving tutorials or workshops and those who would
not normally be eligible to attend the YoungOR conference.

All YoungOR 19 delegates are invited to rate the presentations that
they attend, using a pro forma which is available at each session.
The session chair will collect the voting papers at the end of each
session and pass them on to the committee. The Organising Chair
will appoint two judges, one of whom will be a member of the
organising committee. The judges will scrutinise the voting papers
and decide on the winner. 

The following criteria will be used as guidelines:
1. Impact of the work – both quantitative and qualitative. For

example, does the work have     current/potential demonstrable

benefits; has it resulted in a better understanding of the problem
area or improved management practices?

2. Technical Content – for example, appropriate choice of
techniques/methodologies.

3. Quality of presentation – for example, logical structure, clear
slides etc.

The winner will have his or her name inscribed on the Elsie Cropper
Shield and will be invited to attend the Blackett Lecture on 26
November 2015 at which the shield will be formally presented. The
winner will also receive a commemorative plaque. The winner of the
Shield will be announced on the last day of the conference after all
eligible talks have been presented.

<OR>

ELSIE CROPPER SHIELD FOR BEST PAPER
AT YOUNGOR 19 CONFERENCE,
22 – 24 SEPTEMBER, 2015
J.C. RANYARD

The Elsie Cropper Shield was instituted in memory of Elsie May Cropper, a senior
member of the Operational Research Executive of British Coal, who died in service
in 1989 at the age of 44. Elsie had always been a strong supporter of young and
trainee O.R. staff and was always supportive in their further development.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CONTACT: Ian Newsome
TEL. DDI: 01924 292244  Extension: 22244
EMAIL: ian.newsome@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk

CJ sig Autumn meeting
Date /Time: Wednesday, 18 November 2015 @13.30 - 16.30 
Venue: NUT, London
Speaker: See below

Our next meeting will be held in London on November 18th from
1.30pm - 4.30pm. We have a range of most interesting speakers
lined up for you including:  Jacqui Taylor from Flying Binary, Jane
Parkin from Carr House Consulting, Larry Phillips from LSE and
David Wrigley from Orvis Consulting.

Jacqui has 25 years’ experience of deploying technology change,
including an appointment in the Cabinet Offce as an independent
Ministerial Adviser and an Open Data domain expert. She will
outline a recent project for NHS England where her company as core
technology suppliers deployed their Smart City data platforms as

part of the NHS Citizen project. Jacqui will also suggest how these
developments might be useful to the CJ community.

Jane, who is a member of the ORS Board and of Jigsaw Consultants,
has recently done some research and project work on ‘Well-being’
measures for comparing the effect of different rosters on staff and
will describe these measures to us.

As well as an Emeritus Professor at the LSE and a Director and
founder of Facilitations Ltd., Larry is known by many of us in
particular for his expertise in decision conferencing. He will talk to
us about his extensive work on modelling the harm of drugs for the
UK and EU.

David, who is also a member of Jigsaw, will describe to us his recent
work for a government agency on optimising rosters.

Further info will be posted here as soon as possible. Contact
suemerchant@hotmail.com for further details.

We look forward to seeing you there!
<OR>
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<OR>







JOIN OUR 
ANALYTICS NETWORK

Visit: www.analytics-network.com

The OR Society has a long standing interest in analytics and in
helping its members engage with the field. As part of this they have
been investigating the possibility of providing INFORMS’ Certified
Analytics Professional award to Society members and the wider UK
community. It was decided that it would be useful to have someone
with first-hand experience of the exam … i.e. a guinea pig. This was
where I came in.

Having agreed to take the exam I did the usual thing that any
conscientious student does: next to nothing for ages and then
panicked at the last minute. In many ways the panic was
unnecessary; this is not a ‘book-smarts’ exam but one where prior
experience is really the only way to pass. You do need to have
significant knowledge of the concepts and methods of analytics, but
I would say its one-part theory to four-parts practice. Many
questions specifically focus on practice-based challenges
(stakeholder meetings, problem definition, lack of data, and so on)
and even where the more technical questions arise, predominantly
it is on the basis of selecting the right method to fit the problem, or
identifying the steps to take when model performance dips. In short,
and to INFORMS’ credit, this is not an exam that can be bluffed, you
have to walk the walk as well as talk the talk.

It is, however, an exam I would recommend, both to analytics/O.R.
professionals seeking to ‘prove’ their practical expertise, and to
employers looking for recruits who can genuinely hit the ground
running. For the benefit of anyone considering the exam I will give
you my perspective on assessing your readiness and how to best
prepare.

For recent graduates my honest recommendation would be taking
the exam after working on some real-life projects. However, you
may be able to lean on a mentor or more experienced colleague. The
handbook gives a reasonably thorough definition of the analytics
project lifecycle so will give a good idea of the topics to cover. 

Specialist consultants will likely have the necessary depth to cover
many of the questions. However, the bigger issue is breadth. There
are many debates about what ‘analytics’ actually is, and definitions
range from ‘another name for O.R.’ to ‘a branch of computer
science’. This certificate is definitely more at the O.R. end of the
spectrum (no bad thing to my mind), and for specialists with a
predominantly IT-type background there will be the need to
familiarise yourself with the O.R. cannon to a fairly extensive level.
However, for those from an O.R. background, this alone is unlikely
to be enough. You will need a reasonable knowledge of a range of
topics including data warehouses, project management and
machine learning.

Ultimately I think the exam is best suited to analytics professionals
working in larger companies, or those working on ‘full-stack’-type
projects. Whatever view you have on what analytics is, it is a wide-
ranging field and the exam reflects this. For this group, working
through the handbook and taking a refresher on anything that looks
less familiar is likely to be enough.

Overall, I found the experience nerve wracking (my first exam in
over 15 years) but rewarding, suitably challenging and definitely a
source of personal achievement. As to whether it makes a massive
difference to my career, well I’ve only had the award for one week
so watch this space!  

(According to the website
(https://www.certifiedanalytics.org/faq.php) the pass rate is around
70% so now would seem a good time to enter. Ed)

<OR>

IF THE CAP FITS
MICHAEL MORTENSON

Experiences of taking INFORMS’ Certified Analytics Professional exam
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In October 2014, I took the decision to join and actively participate in
the newly formed Data Science Speakers Club, a Toastmasters
International Club, at an important stage of my professional career,
when I wanted to switch from academic research in biology to data
science in the corporate world. Apart from very useful communication
techniques, the Toastmasters Educational programme and its
supporting meeting environment gave me a tremendous boost in
self-confidence when having to stand up and speak in front of a
diverse audience. This proves to be extremely useful in the company
environment, where I need to communicate efficiently with
colleagues from different teams as well as with clients.  

I am a Data Scientist at the ai Corporation (Guildford, Surrey), and
my work involves developing new solutions to detect and prevent
fraudulent card payments for card issuers and payment acquirers. In
our research team we implement machine learning methods such as
Neural or Bayesian Networks but also unsupervised pattern
detection methods to identify card transactions done by criminals,
which would result in substantial net chargeback losses for financial
institutions, if not prevented.

I was introduced to Toastmasters by Sayara Beg (FORS), in the
autumn of 2014, by attending a MeetUp event which was organised
through the Analytics Network, a Special Interest Group of the OR
Society.  As an advanced Toastmaster, Sayara’s next Toastmaster
leadership project was to initiate and create a new Toastmasters
club. That is how the Toastmasters Data Science Speakers Club
started in autumn 2014, with the precious sponsorship of the OR
Society’s Analytics Network. Toastmasters International clubs
function as a not-for-profit organisation and are managed by a
nominated club committee, which change each Toastmaster Year. I

volunteered to be the Club’s first President, from November 2014 to
July 2015, because I wanted to make the club known to Data
Scientists and Analytics Networkers and work with Sayara to set up
and organise the fortnightly agenda for each Toastmaster meeting.

Toastmasters International is a non-profit educational organisation
with clubs in 135 countries. The purpose through its thousands of
member clubs is to offer an educational program of communication
and leadership projects designed to help members improve their
communication, public speaking, and leadership skills.

Every session is split into two sections. The first section is composed
of short prepared speeches by club members, who are following the
competent communication educational programme, and they are
formally evaluated by another club member, who gives constructive
as well as supportive feedback to their speaker to improve the
efficiency of their communication skills. 

The second section, following a short networking break, is the fun
part of impromptu speaking when everybody gets involved.
Questions on any topic (although usually broadly related to
analytics or data science) are asked by a ‘Table topics master’.  A
random member of the audience is invited to answer the question
and they have 60 second to formulate their thoughts and come up
with a coherent and structured response to the question.  The
questions are usually a combination of fun and challenge, designed
to give the speaker a chance to practice thinking quickly on their
feet.  This fun exercise not only trains the capacity of impromptu
speaking; it often reveals a humorous side of the speakers that they
didn’t know they had. 

Matthew Robinson was elected President in July 2015. Matthew
currently works as Business Analytics Specialty Architect at IBM and
is member of the OR Society’s Analytics Network committee.  

The Data Science Speakers Toastmasters sessions take place
fortnightly on Monday evenings from 6.30 to 8.30 pm close to Old
Street Station in London. Feel free to contact us through the
Toastmasters International site:
http://datasciencespeakers.toastmasterclub.org
or through the ORS Analytics Network meetup site: 
http://www.meetup.com/AnalyticsNetwork/events/220965087/

From these webpages you can contact the committee, sign up to
attend a meeting and get detailed information about the venue and
session dates.  I hope you will visit the club soon, and even consider
signing up to become a member.

<OR>

TOASTMASTERS
RAPHAEL ZOLLINGER

Data Science Speakers Club, London, UK: The OR Society’s very own Toastmasters
International Club.
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Csanád Imreh, the main organizer of the Summer Institute started
with a tutorial on online algorithms, discussing the c-competitive
ratio as a way to compare the performance of online algorithms
with the offline optimal solutions. He introduced some initial
problems (e.g. ‘the cow problem’, the ‘ski rental problem’) as
motivating examples to perform competitive analysis of online
algorithms. 

Sandor Fekete explored online navigation and searching with
autonomous robots in simple polygons, introducing the ‘watchman
problem’. He then discussed multi-robots situations and
‘rendezvous’ search problems, robot swarms with online
triangulation of unknown environments, robot swarms for site
patrolling, and an extension to control massive particle swarms
with very small robots for medical purposes. 

Joan Boyar explored a theoretical framework where we let the
online algorithm receive some sort of advice from ‘an oracle’, for
instance on future inputs. She then continued discussing the binary
separation problem and introduced an advice complexity class of
problems. Finally, she discussed different measures than the
competitive ratio to compare different algorithms like the relative
worst order ratio. 

Jiri Sgall discussed randomized algorithms and showed some
examples in scheduling problems, where randomness tends to help
to reduce the competitive ratio. He also provided some results for
lower bounds of the competitive ratio for the makespan scheduling
problem. 

Gerhard Woegingir started with a load balancing puzzle with
‘Cinderella’ and ‘Stepmother’. ‘Cinderella’ tries to minimize the
maximum volume of water in a bucket; ‘Stepmother’ tries to
overflow any bucket. This problem motivated a discussion on
pursuit-evasion games and interesting results using harmonic
numbers for the continuous-bucket game. 

Gabor Galambos provided a historical overview on the evolution of
different lower bounds for the competitive ratio for the online bin

packing problem. Some very interesting ideas on how to generalize
packing patterns were also discussed. 

Jakob Krarup, the most senior speaker, provided one of the most
inspiring talks I have heard for a long time. He talked about the
origins of O.R. and its institutions. As a former president of EURO
during the fall of the Berlin Wall, he provided some interesting
background on the history of the association and the importance of
international cooperation in Science as a promoter of Peace and
sustainable development. In strange times where other walls are
currently being erected in Europe, a historic and optimistic view
reminded us that a brighter future is always possible! 

Leah Epstein filled all the boards available in her discussion of
online bin-packing problems with rejection, in particular the bin
packing problem with rejection which can incur in a rejection cost. 

Piotr Krysta started by introducing the idea of ‘truthful mechanisms’
that would incentivize agents to reveal their private information
under a general framework to optimize social welfare. He
introduced the multi-unit combinatorial auction problem that is
used for instance in Telecommunications in Government Spectrum
Auctions or Government procurement. 

Finally, Csanád Imreh
talked on online
clustering in time-
based clustering, also
used in facility
location problems
and clustering
models. 

Student presentations
included scheduling;
fleet management;
dispatching in
emergency medical

services in transportation/logistics systems; discrete event
simulation and; applications in graph theory and computer science.
I presented some work on the application of some of these ideas in
the braking systems of trains, an on-going project for the Strategic
Partnership between University of Huddersfield and Rail Safety and
Standards Board. I am still not sure on whether or not online
optimization and competitive analysis is the right framework (Is
Nature a nasty adversary in Safety Systems?), nevertheless, I feel
certainly enlightened by the opportunity to participate in such an
interesting event and learn from such a diverse group of people. I
take this opportunity to acknowledge the generous financial
support of the EURO and the OR Society.

<OR>

EURO SUMMER INSTITUTE ON ONLINE OPTIMIZATION
ANTONIO ANDRADE   

The beautiful city of Szeged, in Hungary, hosted the last edition of the Summer
Institute of the Association of European Operational Research Societies (EURO) on
Online Optimization. More than a learning experience, it was an excellent
opportunity to network and meet researchers in this topic. 
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Recent advances in algorithms used in O.R., plus advances in
computing and data capture have created an environment where
the field of O.R. could exert tremendous influence. By combining
predictive analytics, such as data mining and statistical approaches
with prescriptive analytics such as optimisation methods, O.R. can
create systems that would span multiple functions within
organisations. 

The first example he proffered concerned work done by Frederick
Wallace ‘Fred’ Smith, the founder, chairman, president, and CEO of
FedEx. His company, originally known as Federal Express, was the
first overnight express delivery company in the world. Fred Smith
was not an O.R. man, but he had a eureka moment, at the right time
in history. 

Fred Smith realised that as society became increasingly automated,
there would be a need for a completely different logistics system –
one which would deliver goods rapidly from city to city. The
transport infrastructure prior to FedEx relied heavily on passenger
airlines to move freight from location to location – this was
inefficient as not all locations could be reached easily or at low cost.

Freight was being ‘force-fitted’ into a transportation system that
was not designed for it. Smith originally envisaged a network of 11
cities where freight clearing houses could be located and then
served by local transport and delivery networks. He created a ‘hub
and spoke’ system of operation to make his company work. Initial
trials were promising but 11 ‘hubs’ were not enough. The reality
was the FedEx system had to incorporate 23 cities as hubs/depots,
and all of these with almost no overlap to run efficiently. 

Operating from such a network reduced costs, optimised the
distances travelled between warehouses to delivery points,
accelerated delivery speed of goods and increased profits. The FedEx
network grew at the same time as the company used predictive
analytics to foresee areas of demand and prescriptive analytics to
analyse data and transform it into recommended actions almost
instantaneously.

Another example concerned the transformation of the United States
postal service network (USPS) which is an extremely large and
complex organisation providing many challenges in logistics.
Professor Trick worked extensively on the Highway Corridor Analytic
Program (HCAP) which had been developed to assist in the
transportation planning processes for USPS.

The model involved, had to optimise existing transportation and
identify opportunities where transportation costs and journey times
could be reduced. The model also had to use existing data sources
for near-term identification of savings opportunities. Utilising
advanced analytics processes gave USPS the ability to improve
services, reduce costs and gain considerable efficiencies. 

There were winners and losers in the world of analytics, an example
of this concerned Yahoo and Google. Both started as hierarchical
organisation systems which could be applied to provide search
capabilities for use in web browsers, but Google grew to
prominence, it remained competitive with Yahoo by continually
innovating and developing its search engine. Provision of Google’s
automated identification of the best page for ‘any search’, and the
implementation of its page ranking system pushed the company
ever forward.

Google started selling advertisements associated with the help of
keywords too. The ads were text-based to maintain the simplistic
design of the page and to maximise page loading speed, and yet
behind them was a great deal of analytics. At Google, ‘keywords’
were sold based on a combination of price bid and click throughs.
Google also recognised at an early stage in the company’s
development that the real key to business success as search engine
provider, was to recognise a network of links as data. 

Yahoo conversely had a more diverse portfolio of services to offer, it
wasn’t just a search engine, the company had other services besides
the original search engine and Email; Yahoo News, Yahoo Mobile,
Yahoo Messenger; Yahoo Music, Yahoo Finance etc. It also provides
next generation internet movement WEB 2.0 in the form of RSS
feed, and offers social networking services and user-generated
content in products such as My Web, Yahoo! Personals, Yahoo!
360°, and Flickr.

Both companies had been successful in their own right, one more
for search capabilities and one for a more diverse product array.
Both companies had one thing in common though, they used
advanced analytics processes to optimise their operation and
increase growth and profitability. 

Regarding analytics in general, Michael Trick said, ‘Measures of
robustness are badly needed’. 

<OR>

EURO2015 BUSINESS ANALYTICS
NIGEL CUMMINGS

Michael Trick, Senior Associate Dean, Faculty and Research and Professor of
Operational Research at Carnegie Mellon’s Tepper School of Business gave a
keynote address on business analytics and in particular combining predictive and
prescriptive analytics to have ‘broad impact’. 
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Banners in George Square

A banner at the airport and more in George Square welcomed
participants to EURO 2015.  EURO Conferences often draw 2,000
participants, and require three years of preparation by an
Organising Committee and a Programme Committee.  Valerie Belton
and Tim Bedford chaired the Organising committee, with the
University of Strathclyde hosting EURO2015.  

Vice President 1 Sally Brailsford at Lectern

EURO  Vice President 3 Silvano Martello, Past President Gerhard
Wascher, President Elena Fernandez with Treasurer Marino Widmer.

EURO Council  - the annual gathering

Before the Conference opened I attended the annual EURO Council
meeting. This is the only time that the members meet in person.  The
Council decided to admit OR societies of Norway and Tunisia to
EURO, selected Valencia as the site for the 2018 EURO Conference
and unanimously elected OR Society Past President Richard Eglese
as its next President Elect.   

2,300 abstracts received crossed the threshold of 2000 for the
wearing of a kilt by David Pisinger, the Chair of the Programme

Committee at the  Opening  Ceremony.

EURO 2015, O.R. IN PRACTICE – THE 27TH EUROPEAN
CONFERENCE ON OPERATIONAL RESEARCH
IAN M MITCHELL, FORS 

OR Society representative to the Association of European Operational Research
Societies (the original EURO).
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Val Belton and Piper

A Piper led the way to the City Chambers for a welcome reception.
Kilts, bagpipes, dancing and Irn Bru at lunch left no doubt which
country we were in.   

Speed Networking Ramune Sabaniene and bell

Academic Practitioner Bazaar

EURO2015 had a strong practitioner presence, introducing OR
Society Conference  Making An Impact favourites to EURO: speed
networking, academic-practitioner sessions,  workshops and
mentoring.  

Tim Bedford chairs physical and virtual questions for Sir Alan
Wilson’s plenary

Keynotes and streams filled Monday to Wednesday. EURO2015 had
a very broad scope.  Themes included the big questions such as
cities. Twitter @EuroConf2015 grew in use to inform, comment and
co-ordinate journeys through the conference. 

Applause for the Helpers 

The closing ceremony thanked all who made the conference so
successful before Awards and farewells.  In 2016 the EURO
conference will be in Poznan, Poland, and in 2017 the IFORS
Conference in Quebec.  

Dancing resumed until late in the Barony.

Auld Lang Syne and a final turn by the Organising and Programme
Committee chairs marked the conclusion of a wonderful conference.

<OR>



As far back as 2700 B.C. early humans had developed and used
material handling technology, they had found ways to transport
goods and people along routes from point of origin to point of
delivery. Innovation and development of transport was slow in
those early days, it was not until around 300 B.C. that the ancient
Greeks revolutionised transport with their development of durable
rowing vessels capable of travelling long distances overseas.

With the ancient Greeks mastering the sea, the world became a
smaller place and it became possible to export and import both
goods and people to and from locations, far and wide – the
shipping industry was born.

Some 1500 years later, around 1200 A.D. in Hamburg, the Hanseatic
League was formed. It was a commercial and defensive
confederation of merchant guilds and their market towns. The
League was created to protect economic interests and diplomatic
privileges in the cities and countries and along the trade routes the
merchants visited. The Hanseatic cities had their own legal system
and furnished their own armies for mutual protection and aid -
transport had become regulated and safer. 

The 1800s saw the development of trains and a railway system that
began to bridge the world. Trains provided fast transport for goods
and people. Automobiles followed in the latter part of the 1890s,
and then in 1903 the aeroplane era began with the Wright brothers’
first successful flights.  

Over the next twenty years or so, aeroplane development triggered
profitable, rapid, commercial freight and passenger transport
opportunities – fresh foods and fragile goods could be flown rapidly

from far locations to meet the demands of a public willing to use
technology to satisfy their needs. 

Trains, boats, cars and planes transformed our world and then, in
the1960s and 1970s much research was done into developing the
disciplines that transport needed, to gain efficiencies. At that time
traffic and public transport was focused on people. Logistics was a
‘young’ field that only referred to physical distribution and inventory
management.

Then the 1980s came along, and with those years, a reliable global
transport infrastructure. Operational Researchers began focusing
their attention on optimising the supply chains involved in
transport. Supply chain management and a more holistic
consideration of factors affecting both supply chains and their
environments led to ‘leaner’ and ‘greener’ supply processes. 

This was also a time when the study of tracking emerged (common
carriers and private fleets), and logistics became a common word in
our vocabulary. It is expected that the global trend in environmental
and social consciousness will continue to the point where emphasis
is placed on, ‘The ability to meet the logistics needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs.’ 

There will be a systemic focus – optimisation of the entire supply
chain network, not just of a part of it, and customer value co-
creation. Information would be holistically shared and there would
be joint interpretation and collaboration to foster further
improvements. There would be more demand shaping, dynamical
selecting, transformational agility, and flexible network agility. ‘I
believe three key words will describe changes made for the future,
they are Systemic, Collaborative and Dynamic’.

Vehicle routing, facility location, production scheduling, supply
chain network design, lot sizing, warehouse management are all
interconnected problems. 

Smart monitoring was one solution, for future distribution
problems. She showed a slide of a simple distribution problem,
applying traditional tools like classic inventory models, with
individual times and quantities fixed. These were not efficient. It is
better to move away from decisions and to look at the system from
which decisions are made.

Classically each carrier optimises its capacity – but this is less

TRENDS IN TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS
NIGEL CUMMINGS

One of the plenary sessions at EURO2015 was given by M. Grazia Speranza,
Professor in Operations Research, University of Brescia. Her presentation provided
us with an enthralling journey through transport and logistics history.
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efficient than a collaborative approach and placed more strain on
the environment. A collaborative approach would match customers
to carriers - each carrier would have its own customers to serve,
some would specialise in delivering to ‘nearby’ customers, others
would operate more efficiently by delivering to distant customers.

There would of course be some overlap between carriers and some
revenue sharing, but efficiencies would be gained and
environmental impact would be reduced. With a collaboration
policy in place, each carrier would gain higher profit than in the case
of carriers that did not collaborate.

Professor Speranza suggested that the future lay in autonomous,
electric vehicles but changing from conventional vehicles to
electronic vehicles will take ages.
Before this happens, can we consider reducing the number of
travelling vehicles, can we reduce congestion for a given number of
travelling vehicles?

Showing a slide of a city simulation, she illustrated how a reduction
in the numbers of travelling vehicles could be achieved – inputs to
the model she said, were origin, destinations, request time, desired
departure time and flexibility factor. 

Explaining how the model worked, she said that a flexibility factor
of 1 would signify that passenger desire was to travel from origin to
destination directly and most rapidly, a factor of 1.1 in the model
would signify those passengers who were prepared to undertake a
longer, less direct journey to arrive at their desired destinations, and
so on…

We could also use shortest path tools and intelligent routing to
reduce congestion. Already, Google maps was she said, ‘Smart
enough in terms of leisure or business travel, to provide alternative
routes which we can choose from whether we are walking, or
driving. It can detect congestion and manage re-routing to avoid
congested areas – congestion is the result of individual decisions
and an intelligent routing tool can co-ordinate decisions on route
choice.’ 

In conclusion Professor Speranza reminded us that transport
technology continued to change, and there would always be a need
for Operational Research expertise in this field. ‘These were’, she
said, ‘exciting times for O.R.’.

<OR>
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It was important to understand what kinds of behavioural biases
O.R. methods cause during their problem solving processes -
behavioural issues were always present when supporting human
problem solving by modelling. 

Behavioural effects could relate to the group interaction and
communication when facilitating with O.R. models as well as to the
possibility of procedural mistakes, cognitive biases and even relate
to motivational issues. His research in BOR ranged from studies on
how behaviour was captured in O.R. models to the means of
identifying and avoiding undesirable behaviour effects. 

Behavioural aspects compliment O.R. and was useful in problem
solving. ‘O.R. is not mathematics only, mathematics is important but
it is not enough, our goal should be to help people in problem
solving.’

Best practices in O.R. typically were learnt from successful case
studies, but in those cases the focus was already on processes and
practice, and to date, little had been done in BOR to compare
practices. 

Behavioural research was not new, but it had seldom been applied
in O.R. prior to 2013, as few papers exist about it prior to that time.
In such research that had been recorded, subjectivity was explicitly
taken into account. This differed slightly in Operations Management
where a need had been found to study how people acted in
systemic settings.

An example is the bullwhip effect in supply chains; an observed
phenomenon in forecast-driven distribution channels. It referred to
a trend of larger and larger swings in inventory in response to
changes in customer demand, as one looked at firms further back in
the supply chain for a product. The concept first appeared in Jay
Forrester’s Industrial Dynamics (1961) and thus it is also known as
the ‘Forrester effect’. 

Behavioural analysis has also been applied in finance and
economics. It can deliver insight into the actual behaviour of agents
in economic decision-making processes. It also provides insight into
the ways people make personal investment decisions -  an active
research area appreciated by theoretical economists. 

Embracing behaviour helped in generating theoretical insights,
because decision theory was not enough to explain human choices.
‘Axioms of rationality were not always followed, there were
cognitive biases’.

Experimental game theory has also been very active in behavioural
research - it has helped to explain how people interact, how fairness
and cooperation emerge. ‘Because we don’t isolate our thinking
into only one moment’.

Professor Hämäläinen then presented slides of an ‘Ultimatum
Game’ that illustrated how some decision stream could be taken,
and he spoke about neuro economics. ‘Because emotions are
needed in decision making.’ 

He thought the O.R. community was now ready to start behavioural
research because O.R. analysts could probably derive benefit from
observing and understanding the systems they examine, to improve
their performance.

Using a systems intelligence approach researchers could
successfully manage and engage with systems, and act intelligently
with emotions. 

He also described the use of solution awareness models, and cited
Donella Meadows ‘Limits to Growth’ 1972 as a further reading
source for gaining understanding. Agent based modelling was also
discussed, and in particular how examining the characteristics of
agents and how they generated macro behaviours from observed
micro behaviours could provide useful insight. 

‘There should be a balance between mathematical and people
skills’.

In closing he said, that ‘ethical O.R.’ should take behavioural
challenges seriously as O.R. was used in the most important
problems of mankind such as climate models and policies. ‘When
we are talking about behaviour what we are really talking about a
lot, are our emotions. O.R. is about decision making and emotions
play a role in decision making’.

His personal web-page can be found at: http://sal.aalto.fi/raimo

<OR>

EURO2015-BEHAVIOURAL OPERATIONAL RESEARCH (BOR)
NIGEL CUMMINGS

Professor Raimo P. Ha�ma�la�inen, Director and founder of the Systems Analysis Laboratory
in the Aalto University, Finland, spoke about the need for, and recent developments in
the emerging research area of, Behavioural Operational Research (BOR).
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As a result of this, GC benefits from a regular turnover in
membership.  The formal election notice, together with details on
how to get nominated, has been posted on the website.  If you’d like
to get involved, the vacancies are listed below.  Go online to find the
documentation.

The commitment includes attending 3-4 meetings a year, and
working on follow-up actions.  Please get in touch with me if you’d
like discuss this further.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET INVOLVED IN RUNNING
THE SOCIETY?
GAVIN BLACKETT, SECRETARY & GENERAL COUNCIL

The Society’s General Council (GC) and various underlying committees help set
the strategic direction and convert its plans into actions.  GC is made up of 36
Society members, serving as representatives of the Regional Societies, a
representative of the Special Interest Groups and National members.  The five
officers of the Society serve on GC, and together with up to six other members of
GC act as trustees on its Board.  Members of GC can serve up to two terms of
three years.
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Call for  nominat ions
Off icers o f the Society  to serve on the Board o f D irectors and on the  General Council

Nominations are invited from fully paid up members of the Society for the following vacancy

Vice President † Six sponsors
Treasurer Six sponsors

Members of  the General Council

Nominations are invited from fully paid up members of the Society for the following vacancies

Up to 3 national members † Six sponsors each
Special Interest Group member ‡† Six sponsors
Regional member, East Midlands *† Six sponsors
Regional member, Midlands *† Six sponsors
Regional member, North West * Six sponsors
Regional member, Scotland *† Six sponsors
Regional member, West *† Six sponsors

* Regional members must be nominated from among their own number by members within the region.
‡ Special Interest Group member must be nominated from among the SIG officers. 
† Some incumbent members are eligible to stand for a second term.

Nominations must be received by the Secretary and General Manager on or before 30th September  2015.

LATE NOMINATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
<OR>



Steve Thornton of TATA Steel illustrated this concept by describing a
case study -Development  of  an Autonomous Sy stems
Deve lopment Tool to Automate  Scheduling of a Batch
Heat Treatment  Plant. This involved initial workshops and data
analysis to determine hard and soft objectives and then the
development of a scheduling model plus an associated algorithm to
balance softer objectives relating to delivery reliability, energy

consumption and utilisation. An extended period of evaluation
confirmed the value of the tool but also highlighted the continued
importance of human tacit knowledge.

A second production planning study was described by Martin
Dahman (Asolvo, GmbH) and Stephan Westphal (Clausthal
University) - Long-Term  Planning  Mode l for  Indust rial
Alumina Product ion. There are several successive production
steps in which basic materials and preliminary products are
processed in order to produce diverse final products. As any of these
steps can be processed on a selection of different machines with
different capacities, the planner faces many possibilities in
production scheduling and machine assignment. An LP-based
planning procedure was developed to produce an optimal
production schedule spanning up to five years. This solution also
identifies machine capacity bottlenecks. A graphical evaluation
system is enabling the new approach to be tested by the client, so
far with promising results.

João Alves, CEGI, INESC and Oporto University, Portugal, described
Combining  S imulat ion and Op t im izat ion to  Improve
Pick ing Per formance  on Specialized Retailer  Warehouse.
The aim was to reduce the distance travelled by ‘order pickers’, so
as to reduce warehouse operating costs. Two levels of improvement
were investigated, item storage within each of the 5 zones and the
overall layout of the zones. A novel 3-phase methodology was used.
First a simulation model is used to confirm existing operating
policies and viable alternatives; secondly a mixed integer
optimization model is used to find the best configuration and a

EURO 2015: O.R. PRACTICE STREAM – CASE STUDIES
IN O.R. AND ANALYTICS
JOHN RANYARD AND SUE MERCHANT

The aim of this stream was to present case studies that have provided valuable
outcomes and/or insights for the client organisation. They cover a very wide range
of areas where O.R. and Analytics have been used effectively. The first session was
covered last month (page 19); this month will look at sessions 2 and 3 with
sessions 4 and 5 following next month.
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storage policy for each zone and; finally the model’s optimized
solution is tested under uncertainty using simulation. Significant
savings were identified by optimising item storage within each zone
but improving zone layout will require significant investment.

Mikael Ronnqvist, (Département de génie mécanique, Canada)
described - How to Use  Collaborative  Logist ics – to reduce
costs for each collaborator as well as reducing transport-generated
pollution overall. While it is easy to demonstrate the potential
savings through O.R. models, trust between collaborators and the
safeguarding of sensitive information are key barriers, often
requiring a third party to coordinate the necessary activities. Despite
the difficulties, some successes have been achieved in the forestry
and petroleum industries in Sweden.

Joe Breen, Cath Reynolds and Russell Hocken, RNLI, and Michael
Wright, Greenstreet Bergman Ltd, gave a fascinating talk on Using
Reg ression  Analy sis and Mode ll ing  to  Underp in
Lifesaving Inte rventions. The aim was to improve the RNLI’s

response service by identifying and quantifying the factors that
impact survival rates in serious incidents attended by lifeboats,
predicting both the likelihood of serious incidents and deaths from
activity at sea. Their stepwise multivariate logistic regression model
had identified a range of factors which affect the outcome of RNLI
services, such as wind, the type of incident, sea water temperature,
visibility and response time. A computerised model was now being
developed to assist with deployment decisions and strategic
planning. GIS data is also being used to plot a range of coloured
maps indicating where risks occur and from what source e.g. diving
from boats, kayaking, falling from cliffs. 

Paul Hewson from Plymouth University - Const ruct ion and
Evaluat ion of  Spreadsheets Used in Government Funding
Formulae - described how he had tackled a tricky job to audit the
national police funding formula on behalf of The Rural Services
Partnership who were anxious to establish that rural regions were
not disadvantaged by the formulae. Paul explained first of all how
the police and fire funding formulae operated and described how he
had used simple O.R. testing methods to try to find flaws in the way
the formula worked. Paul also commented that it is believed that
around 80% of spreadsheets contain errors of one sort or another
but that with careful design (e.g. using software quality processes
during design; checking using ranging and simulation) many of
these can be avoided– this gave us all food for thought!

<OR>
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The trend for the new generation of data and analytical
professionals to not identify as either Statisticians or as Operational
Research analysts, does not appear to be abating despite both
societies claiming that Big Data and Analytics represent an
unprecedented opportunity for their disciplines.

It can well be argued that such mismatches between the
perspectives of the established institutions within society and an
emerging generation of new professionals is itself an indicator of
shifting sands, of emerging practice that will change for ever the
status quo that those institutions within society represent. Is this
happening? And if it is, is it irreversible?

If it is, then if we don’t successfully recruit the next generation of
professionals into our named disciplines then it is our disciplines
that lose out, not only suffering from reduced numbers but also
from the competition that the emerging group of professionals then
represent. This is a real threat, as by definition they are
simultaneously both more relevant to current thinking and needs,
and less encumbered by the thinking, traditions and infrastructure
of the old disciplines which, if they do not successfully and speedily
evolve, must be less relevant today than when they were created.

Learned and professional societies such as ours originated in a
world which, compared to the one we inhabit today, was slower and

less connected. The societies therefore fulfilled a crucial function,
unifying members, providing access to information, peer review and
discussion with likeminded professionals, as well as professional
status. 

But the world has changed. The trend worldwide may be to
diminishing attendance at local professional group meetings and a
greater use of the worldwide web to provide up to date
information. Social media resources are now where we debate, so
why should a new generation brought up on transient association
with a virtual group on an as-needed  or as -interested basis bother
about joining a professional society, especially if the society’s
defining discipline no longer directly matches the perceived need in
society and within that new generation?

This is something that both societies should debate, and they are
together at the RSS at Errol Street in London on 4th December. The
meeting is organised jointly by the Quality Improvement Section of
the RSS and the ORS, with senior participation from both societies,
including the President and Vice President of the OR Society.

This is a topic of great importance to all of us, so reserve the date
in your diary now, and come along and have your say.

<OR>

WILL STATISTICS AND O.R. BE DEAD BY 2050?
BY TONY BENDELL, CHAIR OF THE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT SECTION OF THE ROYAL STATISTICAL
SOCIETY

Interestingly, and perhaps ominously, there are members and Fellows within both
the Royal Statistical Society and the Operational Research Society who are
currently questioning the same thing. Is the writing on the wall for our disciplines,
and by implication our professional societies? 

The Society  welcomes the  fo llow ing new members,
NICOLA AGIUS, Kent; ANNE-SOPHIE ALLOUIS, Hertfordshire;
ALISON BERRY, Salisbury; RICHARD BROADBENT, Hants; DEBRA
CHARNLEY, Cheshire; DANIEL HARVEY, Hertfordshire; PETER MILES,
Cheshire; JAMES SCOTT, Birmingham; CHARLOTTE SIMMONS,
Hants; ROSANNA TULLOOCH, Bristol; 

and Re instated members,
ELEANOR CHRISTER, Hants; JACKIE DOBRIN, North Fambridge;
RICHARD RICKARDS, Kent; 

and the  fo llow ing student  members, 
FRANCIS ANDEM, University of Uyo Nigeria; JOANNE CHEW,
Australia; SAM HEPENSTAL, University Southampton; OLIVER
IBARRONDO, Spain; RAHUL MITTAL, University of Exeter; SUDABA
MOHAMMED, University Birmingham; ALINA PATELLI, Birmingham; 

Total Membership
2768

NEW ACCREDITEES
The Society is pleased to announce that the Accreditation Panel has
admitted the following members to the categories shown. These
members are now entitled to use post-nominal letters as indicated: -

Admit to the  category  of  AFORS (Associate  Fe llow)
John WHITTAKER

Admit to the  category  of  FORS (Fellow)
Tim PIGDEN 
Simon MARTIN 
Alexei BOTCHKAREV

<OR>

NEWS OF MEMBERS
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I had already had some experience of undertaking an O.R. project
for a client through my Masters course at Lancaster University,
when I was involved in developing a simulation model to help
determine how many police patrol cars were needed in a district in
Birmingham – but that’s another story.

The British Rail Operational Research Division then occupied offices
at London’s King’s Cross station. These were before the days of
Harry Potter and Platform 9¾. Our offices consisted of a series of
rooms above Platform 1 stretching down one side of the station.
When I joined, an IRA bomb had recently gone off in the station,
injuring 5 people. On the TV, a new BBC sitcom called ‘Last of the
Summer Wine’ was about to start its first series.

My first project involved scheduling the dates for major service
maintenance of locomotives. The issue was that if locomotives were
scheduled for maintenance simply according to their due date, this
could result in unacceptable peaks and troughs in the workload
through the engineering facilities and also in the budgetary
requirements. The objective was to smooth the repair budgets as far
as possible, subject to the amount of tolerance that the engineers
deemed was acceptable for the maintenance to take place. 

This was not a brand new project: it had already been started by a
colleague a few years senior to me and my job was to take over the
computer programme that had been developed so far for diesel
main line locomotives, extend it to deal with other types of
locomotives and to provide the sort of output and monitoring that
the management wanted.

The algorithm at the heart of the computer programme had already
been developed by the time that I arrived. This was essentially a
heuristic procedure. It had been recognised that the problem could
have been formulated as an integer program, but the size of the
problem (including all locomotives and looking over a ten-year time
horizon) meant that using mathematical programming software
was thought to be impractical. I’m not sure whether that would still
be true today with the advances that have occurred in both
software and computing power.

Developing the computer programme for use by management
presented some practical problems. These were the days long before
microcomputers were available on desk tops. In order to develop a
computer programme, we had to make use of facilities outside our
King’s Cross offices. One option was to walk down the road to
Gordon Square, where we could use the London University
Computing Service (LUCS) operating a CDC 6500 mainframe
computer. Our jobs were usually written in Fortran code on punched
cards. After submission, we would wait for anything between half
an hour or half a day to pick up our line printer output, depending
on the size of the job and the demand on the computer.

However for finally developing the smoothing programme, the LUCS

option was not possible. This was because the data containing the
maintenance details and history of the locomotives was kept on a
magnetic tape used on the IBM mainframe owned by British Rail
located at Derby. I could travel up to Derby (by train of course) and
work in an office there, but because of the need to use the magnetic
tape, I could not guarantee getting more than one run per day,
which was usually done overnight. So much of this phase of
development of the programme involved me phoning one of the
computer staff at Derby in the morning to see if there was some line
printer output ready for me from the previous night’s run. If the
output was just a few lines containing an error message, then I
could sometimes work out what had gone wrong and ask for some
of my punched cards to be replaced and get another run in. My
hope was that there would be several pages of line printer output
(one page summarising the details for each locomotive) that I
needed to check to make sure everything was correct and whether
any further changes were needed. This output would be put in a
large envelope and sent using the British Rail internal mail service
from Derby down to me at the King’s Cross offices.

I soon learned that if I waited for the envelope to arrive on my desk,
I might have to wait for 24 to 48 hours after it was sent, due to the
vagaries of the internal mail service. However, if I knew what train
the envelope had been put on at Derby, I could walk across to St.
Pancras station at lunch time and meet the train as it arrived. I could
then go to the guard’s van and pick up my output. During the
afternoon I could check the output and if further changes were
needed, I could ring up Derby and ask them to make the necessary
changes to the punched cards and get another run of my
programme over night. The next morning would see the sequence
repeat.

Subsequent projects at British Rail did not have the computer issues
of needing to use a data tape at Derby, so simulation models of
maintenance works and of the new Selby coalfield terminal (as it
was then) were developed more easily using the facilities at LUCS.
But compared to the facilities that are now available for developing
computer applications for our O.R. models, I feel that I am looking
back on a different world.  

Over my time as a practitioner at British Rail, I learned that an
important and time-consuming part of a project concerned finding
out about the problem that had been identified and modelling it in
an appropriate way. Implementing the results of a model or
providing a computer programme that could be used effectively and
handed over to users also required much time and effort. The
models themselves were a vital component of the work we carried
out, but were of no use unless the problem specification and
implementation phases were not done well. Despite the major
changes in computing and communication technology since 1973,
these lessons are still relevant today.

<OR>

MY FIRST O.R. PROJECT
RICHARD EGLESE

My first O.R. project as a practitioner took place in 1973 when I started work as
a member of the British Rail Operational Research Division. 
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IMAGE: Swiss Airbus A340-313X. Aero Icarus (2011).

Advanced airpor ts and on-t ime ambulances

This year, the British Science Festival will be taking place between 7
– 10 September.  The University of Bradford will be welcoming
visitors of all ages to the Festival’s exciting free events, talks and
performances.

Kevin Glazebrook, current President of the Mathematics Section of
the British Science Association and Distinguished Professor in
Operational Research at Lancaster University, will be joined by
Vincent Knight, a lecturer in Operational Research at the School of
Mathematics at Cardiff University.  In the esteemed Presidential
Address, they will discuss how Operational Research is being used
to reduce congestion at airports and to ensure emergency medical
services are delivered efficiently.  This event will be followed by a
drinks reception, which is sponsored by The OR Society and the
London Mathematical Society.  If you would like to attend this
event, book your free tickets online now.  The details are included
below:

Mathemat ics Sect ion Presidential Address: Advanced

airpor ts and on-time ambulances

Time:  16.30-17.30

Date: Tuesday 8th September 2015

Venue: Richmond F21, University of Bradford

Book your free tickets online: http://bit.ly/1MtFa4O

Maths saves lives

At last year’s Science Festival, which was held in Birmingham,
Louise Allison organised a sensational session for school pupils.
O.R. pioneer, Florence Nightingale (aka Noel-Ann Bradshaw),
attended the event and spoke to pupils about how she had become
interested in mathematics at a young age and then used these
skills, along with her interest in politics and nursing, to change
medical practice and influence the government of the day.

Florence also explained to pupils why she had used polar area
diagrams to explain the mortality rate of soldiers during the Crimea.
Pupils then had the opportunity to work with her data to create a
number of different charts such as line graphs, pie charts, bar charts
and compare these to her polar area diagrams.

After Florence’s session, Louise led the pupils in a simulation
exercise involving throwing dice to model the spread of disease.
Then Julie Vile from Cardiff University spoke about some of the
current research that her O.R. department is involved with before
Waleed Backler (a second year maths student from the University of
Greenwich) concluded the session by describing his O.R. placement
at NHS England and talking about the benefit of taking Maths at A-
level in order to go into the numerous varied careers that
Operational Research offers.

IMAGE: Florence Nightingale, Noel-Ann Bradshaw (2014).

<OR>

A FIRST CLASS RETURN VISIT FOR O.R. AT SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY AND MATHEMATICS CELEBRATIONS
CHARLENE TIMEWELL, EDUCATION OFFICER; LOUISE ALLISON, STRATEGIC PROJECTS MANAGER; NOEL-
ANN BRADSHAW, UNIVERSITY OF GREENWICH
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REGIONAL SOCIETIES
LONDON & SOUTH EAST (LASE OR S)
CONTACT: 
Sandra Wedde ll
TEL: 020 7918 4591,
EMAIL: Sandra.Weddell@tube.t f l.gov.uk
or  Mart in Caunt
TEL: 020 7215 3317,
EMAIL: Mart in.Caunt@dti.gsi.gov.uk

‘What’s so special about the Third Sector?’
Date /Time: Tuesday 13th October, 6.00pm (for 6:30pm start) 
Speaker: Ruth Kaufman - President Elect, The OR Society

The OR Society’s Third Sector initiative has two main components: a
Special Interest Group, and a Pro Bono scheme, matching O.R.
volunteers with third sector organisations needing their input. But
is there really any difference between doing OR in the third sector
and doing it with a government or private sector organisation? Is
‘it’s for charity’ really a good enough reason to work for free? This
talk explores these challenges, taking charities as an example of
third sector organisations.

Tit le  TBC 
Date /Time: Wednesday 11th November, 6.00pm (for 6:30pm start)
S peake r : Stewart Robinson - President of the Operational
Research Society & Professor of Management Science,
Loughborough University

Location (unless otherw ise  specif ied): In  the  upstair s bar
of  Ye  Olde Wat ling, on the  Corner  of  Bow Lane  and
Watling St reet  nearest  stat ions are Mansion House (Bow
Lane  ex it) and Bank  (ex it  8) for tube, or  Cannon St reet
and City  Thameslink for  rail. The event is open to all and
with a f ree  buf fet  of  sandwiches available af te rwards.

For  fur ther  details contact: 
Sandra Wedde ll Tel: 020 3054 8693,
Email: Sandra.Weddell@tube.t f l.gov.uk

SCOTLAND (ORGS) 
CONTACT: Kerem Akartunali (Chair)
EMAIL: Kerem.Akartunali@Strath.ac.uk
CONTACT: Roberto Rossi (Secretary)
EMAIL: roberto.rossi@ed.ac.uk
ORGS : Tutor ial on Vehicle  Routing
Date/Time: Monday, 07 September 2015 at 08.30-17.30
Venue : Project Room 1.06, 50 George Square, Edinburgh EH8 9LH
Speakers: Gilbert Laporte
This is part of the Workshop on vehicle routing on 7th and 8th
September. Check the website below for further details.
The operational management of fleets of vehicles in many
application areas including the transportation of merchandise and
the provision of public services such as waste collection is
increasingly challenging with the rise of big data and smart online
retailing systems amongst other things. Planners and schedulers of
transportation routes for vehicles are often faced with many
practical challenges including the combinatorial nature of routing
and scheduling problems. Although significant progress has been
made on the design of computationally efficient optimal
methodologies and algorithms, it remains that the sizes of the
problems to be solved in practice tend to favour the use of heuristics
approaches and methods.
This World Class Workshop attempts to open the black box of exact
and heuristic solution methods for both node and arc routing
problems. The objective of this workshop is to enhance our
understanding of why certain solution approaches and methods
perform very well in some cases, but behave poorly in others. It
should also initiate the discussion on future research directions by
looking at a number of past and present-day problems. The
workshop is primarily designed for researchers (e.g. PhD students,
post-docs, and faculty members) in the fields of routing, scheduling
and logistics.
This workshop is delivered by a renowned expert Professor Gilbert
Laporte from the CIRRELT Research group, to present recent
research on routing problems with applications in the area of
transportation.
Website and registration:www.business-school.ed.ac.uk/routing
Contact e-mail address: routing@business-school.ed.ac.uk

<OR>

NEW MEMBERS WANTED: O.R. IN SCHOOLS TASKFORCE

O.R. in Schools is one of The OR Society’s key strategic projects, which promotes O.R. to young people and
their teachers in a bid to fulfil the Society’s vision that ‘every school child knows what O.R. is’.  This is
overseen by the ORiS Taskforce, which meets three times per year in Birmingham.  Members include The OR
Society’s Education Officer and General Manager, O.R. professionals and academics, secondary school teachers,
and students from higher education.  If you’d like to join the Taskforce or find out more information, please
contact The OR Society’s Education Officer: charlene.timewell@theorsociety.com
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TWO BIRDS, ONE STONE
LOUISE MAYNARD-ATEM

I think we probably all have specific techniques that we favour for specific types
of problems, and it can sometimes be quite difficult to disassociate one from the
other. 
For example, whenever I’m faced with a XX problem, I would
immediately jump to YY to come up with my solution. This is
perfectly natural and is probably influenced by previous experience
and/or the way we were taught. In this month’s article I want to
take a technique that has a particularly obvious application (for me
at least) and see how it can apply to another, seemingly different
situation to illustrate the point that techniques can have both
obvious and less obvious applications. Perhaps the title should have
been two problems one technique, but I felt that was a little less
catchy! 

My technique of choice this month is survival analysis; not a
technique I’ve used in any great detail, but one that has always
interested me and one that I think can be applied in a number of
different situations.

Have you used survival analysis in scenarios other than the ones
described below or other examples of two different problems being
solved using the same technique? Get in touch with me on the
usual email address if you have any thoughts on this month’s article
or if there’s anything else you’d like to bring to my attention
(lmaynardatem@live.co.uk), or tweet me @LMAtem.

What  is Surv ival Analy sis?
Survival analysis is generally defined as a set of methods for
analysing data where the outcome variable is the time until the
occurrence of an event of interest. The event can be death,
occurrence of a disease, marriage, divorce, etc. The time-to-event or
survival time can be measured in days, weeks, years, etc. For
example, if the event of interest is heart attack, then the survival
time can be the time in years until a person develops a heart attack. 

The two key terms used in survival analysis are Time-to-Event:
the time from entry into a study until a subject experiences a
particular outcome, and Censor ing: subjects are said to be
censored if they are lost to follow-up, drop out of the study, or if the
study ends before an outcome of interest has occurred.

In survival analysis, subjects are usually followed over a specified
time period and the focus is on the time at which the event of
interest occurs. Why not use linear regression to model the survival
time as a function of a set of predictor variables? First, survival
times are typically positive numbers; ordinary linear regression may
not be the best choice unless these times are first transformed in a
way that removes this restriction. Second, and more importantly,
ordinary linear regression cannot effectively handle the censoring of
observations. Why not compare proportion of events in your groups

using risk/odds ratios or logistic regression? Both such techniques
ignore the key component of the analysis, time.

There are a number of ways of describing survival distributions
including using the following functions described below and
illustrated in Figure 1:

• Probabilit y  density  funct ion – is a function that describes the
relative likelihood for a random variable to take on a given value.
The probability of the random variable falling within a particular
range of values is given by the integral of this variable’s density
over that range.

• Survival function – the goal of survival analysis is to estimate
and compare survival experiences of different groups; survival
experience is described by the survival function.

• Hazard function – this is the ratio of the probability density
function to the survival function.

Figure 1: A possib le  set  of  probabilit y  density, failure,
surv ival, and hazard functions.

Case S tudy 1 – Aspir in, ibuprofen, and mortalit y  af ter
myocardial infarct ion
Survival analysis is typically used to investigate just that – survival.
Curtis et al1 investigated whether or not prescribing aspirin and
ibuprofen to patients being discharged after myocardial infarction
was associated with the increased risk of death. There is some
evidence that ibuprofen blocks the cardio-protective effects of
aspirin in these cases.
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A total of 70,316 patients were prescribed aspirin at discharge from
hospital; 66,739 were prescribed aspirin alone, 844 aspirin and
ibuprofen, and 2733 aspirin and other non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAID). Totals of 11,546 (17.5%) patients who
were prescribed only aspirin, 118 (14.0%) who were prescribed
aspirin and ibuprofen, and 432 (15.8%) who were prescribed
aspirin and other NSAID died within a year after discharge. The
survival analysis carried out (results of which are shown in Figure 2)
found that patients prescribed aspirin and ibuprofen on discharge
had a risk of death that was comparable to that of patients
prescribed aspirin alone or prescribed aspirin and another non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.

Figure 2: Surv ival curves for  e lder ly  US  surv ivors of
myocardial infarction prescribed aspir in alone, aspir in
and ibuprofen, or aspir in and a d if fe rent non-steroidal
ant i-inf lammatory  drug on discharge from  hospital.

It was recognized that this was a non-clinical trial and that it was
perfectly feasible that some of the patients may have bought their
own ibuprofen (over the counter) or, indeed, not taken what was
prescribed to them.

The context of this study was based on reports made by
investigators, claiming that patients with established cardiovascular
disease and were prescribed aspirin and ibuprofen on discharge
were at increased risk of death compared with patients who were
prescribed aspirin alone2. These claims (based on a study of 187
patients) prompted recommendations against patients with
coronary disease using ibuprofen. The results of the analysis within
this paper showed that patients taking aspirin and ibuprofen have
similar mortality to patients discharged on aspirin alone.

The original paper is very short and is likely to raise more questions
than it answers see reference below.

Case Study  2 – Modell ing Customer Lifet ime Value
Junxiang Lu used survival analysis for an application in the
telecommunications industry3; the objectives of the study were to
develop the concept of customer lifetime value in the telecoms
industry, and to demonstrate how survival analysis techniques can
be used to estimate customer lifetime value.

The paper focussed on the concept of customer survival/churn. In
the telecommunications industry, the broad definition of churn is
the action that results in a customer’s telecommunications service
being cancelled. In this study, both service-provider initiated churn
and customer initiated churn were included. An example of service-
provider initiated churn is a customer’s account being closed
because of payment default. Customer initiated churn is more
complicated and reasons behind vary from customer to customer.
Customer survival is the opposite of customer churn.

The survival and hazard functions (shown in Figure 3) were used to
describe the status of customer survival during the tenure of
observation. The survival function gives the probability of surviving
beyond a certain time point t. The hazard function describes the risk
of event (in this case, customer churn) in an interval time after time
t, conditional on the fact that the customer has already survived to
time t; in light of this the hazard function is more intuitive to use in
survival analysis.

Figure 3: Customer  Survival Funct ion (Lef t ) and Customer
Hazard Funct ion (Right ).

The purpose of estimating customer survival function and customer
hazard function is to gain knowledge of customer survival/churn
hazard characteristics. The results of the study showed that the net
present value of customers calculated profit over a certain number
of months, using survival analysis techniques. Customer lifetime
value is a powerful and straightforward measure that synthesises
customer profitability and churn risk at the individual customer
level. For existing customers, customer lifetime value can help
companies develop customer loyalty and treatment strategies to
maximise customer value and retention. For newly acquired
customers, customer lifetime value can help companies to develop
strategies to grow the right customer-base.
You can read this article in full online also.

1: Aspirin, ibuprofen and mortality after myocardial infarction:
retrospective cohort study, Curtis et al, BMJ, Vol. 327, December
2003
2: Effect of ibuprofen on cardioprotective effect of aspirin,
MacDonald et al, Lancet, Vol. 361, 2003
3: Modelling Customer Lifetime Value Using Survival Analysis – An
Application in the Telecommunications Industry, Junxiang Lu, 2003

<OR>



OR-30
September 2015

The ‘OR -30’ article which appeared in August 2013 referred to the
first conference on ‘Systems in O.R.’. The follow-up conference on a
similar theme ‘Systems Thinking in Action’ was held in April 1985
again at Henley Management College. The September issue of JORS
(36.9) was a special issue dedicated to that conference and edited
by Jackson and Keys. Although there is a great deal of interest in
these papers, I have extracted one particular section which I feel
sums up the case for soft O.R. It is taken from Checkland’s paper
and is his ‘conclusion’ which is reproduced in full below: 

‘If we ask what is the single most marked change in moving from
the special (‘hard’) case of an unproblematical system which can be
engineered to the general (‘soft’) case of an issue-based situation in
which accommodations must be sought, it is probably best thought
of as the shift from thinking in terms of models of (parts of) the
world to models relevant to arguing about the world. Applied social
science (which intervention in human affairs is bound to be)
normally has to deal in the latter. It is interesting to note how clearly
Keynes saw this in the case of economics. He put it to R. F. Harrod
in 1938 during the discussion of the latter’s presidential address to
the Royal Economic Society:

‘It seems to me that economics is a branch of logic, a way of
thinking; and that you do not repel sufficiently firmly
attempts... to turn it into a pseudo-natural science. . . .
Economics is a science of thinking in terms of models joined
to the art of choosing models which are relevant to the
contemporary world. It is compelled to be this, because,

unlike the typical natural science, the material to which it is
applied is, in too many respects, not homogeneous through
time’32 (italics added).

Everything said here about economics applies with equal force to
management science. Valiant efforts have been made to ‘turn it into
a pseudo-natural science’. The result has been useful models of one
aspect of situations arising in human affairs, namely their logic. But
these models tend to pass by the humanistic content of human
affairs, namely their issues. Because the material to which
management science is applied ‘is, in too many aspects, not
homogeneous through time’, we need the extension of ‘hard’
systems thinking which the ‘soft’ tradition is beginning to supply. It
will help us to be better armed, intellectually, to face the problems
of the 1990s.’

This issue also included papers by: Chapman (et al); Bell and Parker;
Preedy and Bittlestone; Stainton and Stainton; Stainton (R.S); Eden;
Checkland; Richards and Gupta.

There is also a very full introduction by the editors (Jackson and
Keys) which gives an overview of each of the papers presented. The
full set can be found on the website in the archives their references
are jors1985140a.pdf to jors1985150a.pdf

Checkland, P. (1985), From Optimizing to Learning: A Development
of Systems Thinking for the 1990s, JORS 36.9 pp 757-767
(jors1985141a.pdf)
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From  the President  

Never mind the quality, fee l the w idth 

My involvement with the working party looking at professional
qualifications and chartered status which will report early next year,
has set me pondering on the need for performance measurement
and how can O.R. help in setting performance measures.  The two
questions that led in this direction were

a. What professional experience is required for a
professional qualification and how should it be
measured?

b. What rules of conduct should be required of those in
professional societies?

Having read the requirements for a professional qualification and
the rules of conduct required by other professional societies, I was
struck by the similarity of the various societies’ rules, and by the way

they bid to finesse the real problems.  Some societies are reduced to
the circular requirement that ‘in order to obtain the qualification
they must have been working for X years at a level which is
consistent with a professional qualification’ – though more
eloquently expressed.  However one can see why over-explicit
requirements will change the way a profession works and thinks of
itself, as everyone tries to interpret their experiences to meet the
requirements.  Similarly what is the aim of rules of conduct –
aspirations to aim for, or minimum standards to be observed?  If the
former then they cannot realistically be enforced, and yet to set
minimum standards only will mean that anything not in the
standard is acceptable, and could in time lead to the minimum
standards becoming the norm.  As Montesquieu said ‘We should
never create by law, what can be accomplished by morality’.

This dilemma about setting standards and the effect these
standards have on subsequent behaviour occurs in many areas of
today’s living.  The government and the public sector have picked up
on the idea of performance measures, without sometimes thinking
through the effect of such measures.  In higher education research
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is measured by four publications in three or four years.  This leads to
everyone ensuring they have published four papers even if it is
necessary to salami-slice research into more papers than is
necessary and now, to some journals producing retrospective issues
on the ‘Best of X over the last 20 years’, so that old papers can
count again.  In trying to identify the quality of the papers, some
people have suggested categorising the journals they appear in into
A, B, C, etc.  The knock on effect if this is taken as the measure of
quality will be a huge increase in submissions to ‘A ‘journals and a
drop in submissions to B and C Journals, or at least a delay until
they are rejected by all A journals.  This can only mean longer delays
in publishing research and less journals taken, neither of which is
good for dissemination of new ideas.  In the Health Service, setting
targets for the number of episodes a hospital deals with means
there is a temptation to refer patients back and forth between
specialisms – each reference counting as an episode – rather than
using all the hospital’s resources at one time to make a complete
diagnosis.  When it was realised the waiting times were measured
from first appointment to treatment, such times duly decreased, but
partly because the time until first appointment increased.  The white
paper on competiveness in industry tried to gather all the statistics
in this area and use them to set targets.  Again this is a worthy idea,
but looking more closely suggests that it is the aspects that are easy
to measure that are being dealt with and too much faith is put in
numbers without looking closely at how they were gathered or
what they really mean.  

Performance Measurement must be an area in which Operational
Research has something useful to add.  Not just the mere technical
areas of DEA or multi-objective decision-making which have helped
considerably in developing ways of dealing with multiple and
conflicting measurements, but also the ‘softer’ O.R. techniques that
look at the holistic picture, as well as game theory which tries to
look at the responses those measured will make to performance
measurement.

I was disappointed recently to find a senior member of the Research
Councils distinguishing Operational Research from some of the
newer mathematical ideas like non-linear systems and
computational modelling.  Operational Research has always to be
dealing with the new problems and in new ways – that is its raison
d’etre.  The problem of performance measurement is one of the
problems of the 90’s.  Let us see what new approaches Operational
Research brings to it.  We certainly would not want to leave it to the
accountants to sort it out. 

By Lyn Thomas 

<OR>
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ANALYTICS LEADER
£35,000-£45,000+ Bens

To lead the development and definition of future analytics
requirements for this large UK wide utilities brand.   Liaising
with Business Heads to deploy the correct analytical
techniques and to advise upon proposed changes to
technology, you will be an individual who can build lasting
professional relationships whilst managing demanding
internal customer requirements.   Technically proficient in the
use of SPSS, R or SAS and an advocate of quantitative
analytics.   West Midlands

SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN CONSULTANT
£45,000 - £55,000 + Bens + Bonus

Our global supply chain client is looking to expand their
quantitative analytical and modelling capability.   Working
directly with clients, you will be identifying and delivering
optimisation and simulation based solutions.  Considerable
expertise in supply chain solutioning and consulting would be
required, as would solid relevant academic OR/Numerate
achievement coupled with demonstrable experience and
previous successes in planning, forecasting, transportation,
inventory management, network optimisation and sourcing. 

Staffs/EU Travel.

CUSTOMER ANALYTICS CONSULTANCY
£55,000 - c£90,000 + Benefits

This premier consultancy seeks additional achievers offering
genuine self-confidence and drive, underpinned by minimum
2i Hons academic credentials, to take up key senior level
roles. Defining and delivering innovative customer solutions
based on deep advanced analytics (SPSS,R, SAS,), social
media analytics, business intelligence and big data
technologies, those appointed can expect significant variety,
commitment to training and career development potential
geared entirely to individual achievement.

Central London based

SNR PRICING ANALYST-GENERAL INSURANCE
£40,000 to £60,000 DOE + Benefits

Innovative Senior Pricing Analyst required to join the
Commercial Function of this leading Consumer Services
Provider as they embark on a change programme. You will
need to be a strong academic achiever and will have
progressed well in the pricing analytics arena with proven
experience of working in the Insurance sector ideally in
General Lines. Technically a strong skill set is required
preferably including SAS, Emblem, Radar and Excel. 

Central London (WC2)

SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS
£35,000 - £50,000 

Enviable opportunity to join this leading logistics company
which, in partnership with their customers and suppliers,
serves the fast moving consumer goods, industrial goods and
retailing sectors. Within their well-established Business
Modelling team, you’ll be working with major UK and
international companies, gaining broad experience of different
market sectors. Offering proven experience of simulation or
excel based modelling, previous exposure to supply
chain/logistics will be advantageous, but is not essential. 

M23 Corridor – Surrey/Berks/Hants

DATA SCIENTIST-MARKETING INTELLIGENCE
£Negotiable Package DOE

Exceptional opportunity to join a Global Asset Management
Company in their newly formed Market Intelligence team
responsible for supporting the product, sales and marketing
strategy of the firm by delivering proactive market and
competitive insights. Candidates will need a proven track
record of success in providing analysis, strategic direction,
and specific business recommendations to management. You
will be passionate about unearthing insights in data through
predictive modelling. Python/R or similar required. 

City of London (EC2)

MODELLING CONSULTANCY
To c£40,000

Our client is an established boutique consultancy, offering
particular expertise in data analysis, process mapping,
forecasting, optimisation, simulation and related techniques,
utilising tools such as Excel, VBA, Access, Tableau, Witness
and Simul8. Significant growth in demand for their high
calibre team of analytical professionals, is prompting the need
for an additional consultant to take up a newly created role,
representing a significant opportunity for a calibre individual,
probably looking for their first or second career move. 

West Midlands

GRADUATE CORPORATE ANALYST
c£28,000 + Benefits

Excellent ‘Graduate Analyst’ opportunity to join a dynamic,
dedicated Corporate Analysis team with a leading online
Insurance Company. You will be a high calibre recent graduate
(2.1 minimum, BSc and MSc level applications welcomed)
with a strong performance in a degree with substantial
mathematical / statistical content. You will have a logical
approach to problem solving, with attention to detail and good
communication skills. Experience of statistical packages (i.e.
SPSS, SAS) would be useful. Surrey

PRICING ANALYTICS
To c£50,000 Package

A newly created role with this dynamic media group,
responsible for undertaking pricing analytics/modelling and
associated product optimisation, within an established
Analytics team. Proven experience of pricing analytics or
revenue management in a B2B or B2C environment will need
to be underpinned by demonstrable analytical skills, proven
technical capabilities (R, Python, Tableau particularly
relevant), impressive academic credentials and the ability to
explain complex issue to a non-technical audience.  

London, West End

GRADUATE OPPORTUNITY – AVIATION
c£25,000 DoE

Well-developed interpersonal skills and Excel technical ability
to a high level is required for this interesting and progression
focused role.   Working for our aviation expertise client, you
will be analysing, understanding and reporting on airport
demand and capacity.   Key selection criteria will be analytical
intelligence, self-motivation, professionalism with high levels
of both integrity and enthusiasm all underpinned by a strong
numerate/OR focused degree.   West London

BUSINESS MODELLER
£30,000 - £43,000 DOE

Our client is a leader in its field with an established history of
applying Operational Research expertise to operational and
strategic issues. As a consequence of continued project
demands, there is a need for an additional high calibre
Business Modeller to provide commercial, analytical and
problem solving expertise to the business, and maintain a
complex suit of models to support business decision making.
Applications considered from ‘fresh’ graduate through to c 5
years’ experience level.  Central London

SUPPLY CHAIN GRADUATES
£18,000 – £27,000

Having been retained by two Supply Chain Consultancy
Services clients, we are currently seeking high calibre
candidates at BSc and/or MSc in Supply Chain/OR level.
Individuals with particular inventory/stock modules will be
given priority.     No commercial experience is necessary,
however degrees must be numerate in their grounding
(mathematics, statistics etc.) and have encompassed
demonstrable OR tools and techniques.  Well-developed
communication skills and natural enthusiasm are pre-
requisites.   London/Travel or Lancs.

Established in 1975

• Forecasting & Optimisation

• Business Modelling

• Process Re-engineering

• Financial Modelling

• Credit & Risk Management

• Change Management

• Simulation

• Customer Relationship
Management

• Revenue/Yield Management

• Marketing Analysis

With over 30 years
of specialist market
knowledge, Prospect
is uniquely positioned
at the forefront of
Operational Research
and related areas.

For an informal discussion in total confidence on any of these positions or the market in general, please contact:
Teresa Cheeseman, Kate Fuller or Mark Chapman. Alternatively visit our website to view our current vacancies.

Telephone: 01892 510892 Email: or@prospect-rec.co.uk Web: www.prospect-rec.co.uk
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